
Pacific Grove Golf Links
Spring 2023 Youth Golf Lessons, Mini-Camps, and Clinics

1. Private, Semi-Private, and Small Group Lessons

The backbone of much of what we work on with our young players will be the

availability of private, semi-private, and group instruction at the range, the putting green,

and the course at Pacific Grove Golf Links. All elements of golf will be addressed,

including stance, posture, grip, the full swing, putting, chipping, short game, course

management, rules of golf, and golf etiquette. All instruction is designed to address

increase in depth and complexity, all leading to authentic instruction on our course.

I will do my best to be as flexible as possible to schedule lessons to work around

the schedule of you and your young player(s). We can/ will also discuss the frequency,

length, number of players, and overall focus of this instruction.

Cost: Individual… $55 per 45 minute lesson
Groups of 2 or 3…$50 each student for an hour lesson
Group of 4… $45 each student for an hour lesson

There are also discounts for mini-packs when purchased in advance.

Cost: Package of 5 lessons        …$250
Package of 10 Lessons     …$475

(Please inquire about group mini-pack discounts)



2. Youth Two and Three Day Mini-Camps

In addition to private instruction, there are many multi-day golf camps offered this

spring, all designed with the specific needs and teaching styles of junior golfers of all

abilities. Mini-camps will provide young golfers with instruction, drills, and techniques to

be successful at this game on a variety of levels. Instruction includes, but is not limited

to: the full swing, pitching, chipping, shot distance and accuracy control, putting, and

course management. Registration for mini-camps (and other course offerings) are in

person or through rbalch21@aol.com. Of course, please email with any questions or

concerns.

Dates and Times, Two and Three Day Spring Mini-Camps:
April 15 and 16 (Saturday and Sunday)

Ages 8-12, 2:00- 3:00 pm

Ages 13-16 3:30-4:30 pm

Day #1- On the range, covering the fundamentals (grip, stance, posture,

etc.) of the full swing through a variety of clubs, including woods

Day #2- on the putting and chipping area, covering all elements of putting

and the short game

Cost- $100 Total per golfer for both sessions; limit of 6 golfers per camp

May 6 and 7 (Saturday and Sunday)

Ages 8-12, 2:00- 3:00 pm

Ages 13-16 3:30-4:30 pm

Day #1- On the range, covering the fundamentals (grip, stance, posture,

etc.) of the full swing through a variety of clubs, including woods

Day #2- on the putting and chipping area, covering all elements of putting

and the short game

Cost- $100 Total per golfer for both sessions; limit of 6 golfers per camp

mailto:rbalch21@aol.com


May 26, 27, 28 (Friday through Sunday)

Ages 8-12, 4:00- 5:00 pm

Ages 13-16, 5:30-6:30 pm

Day #1- On the range, covering the fundamentals (grip, stance, posture,

etc.) of the full swing through a variety of clubs.

Day #2- on the putting and chipping area, covering all elements of putting

and the short game

Day #3- Back at the range to master other elements of the full swing.

Cost- $150 Total per golfer for all three sessions; limit of 6 golfers per camp

3.  On-Course Instruction

A vital component of truly mastering this game is focused, authentic instruction

on the golf course. In truth, this element of the of the most vital developmental aspects

of the game, as it effectively gives young golfers a chance to put much of what they

have learned into real practice. Similar to private instruction, there is much flexibility in

the schedule to accommodate private groups, but there are also some tee times already

reserved for us on the course at Pacific Grove.

a. Students will be brought onto the course for an hour and a half session to

apply their skills in an authentic golf setting.

b. Instruction builds on skills already acquired during lessons

c. Experience and ability recommended; equipment required

Cost: Individual… $80 for 90 minutes on the course
Groups of 2 or 3…$75 each student for 90 minutes
Group of 4… $70 each student for 90 minutes


